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The Cutvision Scanner station allows the leather image acquisition.
Through a powerful system of symbols recognition and 
interpretation, the bearing of leathers profile, quality zones and 
flaws is carried out. The image taken with high definition allows to 
obtain the highest geometric precision.

The first operation is the leather marking, with predefinited signs and 
symbols, in accordance with the firm demand. 

The leathers can, at the end, positioned on the shooting table.
The bridge runs through the whole table taking the leather outline and 
its qualitative characteristics.   
The automatic recognition of marking signs assures a high precision on 
all leather types, so as to exclude the manual intervention.

The interpretation system of the symbols with different colour is a 
progressive ´project, result of 20 years of experience in the software 
development added to a progressive technology of this visual data 
seizure.
In any case, being the leather a changeable material that needs a 
precise marking, a data verification and their possible correction are 
essential to assure the correctness of the stored up information for 
each leather
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CutVision Scanner machine is complete with CV Gest, 
the software for a whole, precise and efficient 
management of the leathers store.
This managerial system allows to reach the 
information and the stored up leather characteristics 
on real time. CutVision Scanner is the final answer to 
precise management necessities of the first matter, 
essential for every enterprise competitiveness.

MANAGERIAL SYSTEM
MACHINE DIMENSIONS

Height:
Width:
Depth

2.000 mm
1.680 mm
3.850 mm
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